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1. Site Summary
Site name:

Oxhey Woods

Site Address:

Prestwick Road
South Oxhey
WD19 6HH

Grid Reference:

TQ 107926

Size:

96.5 hectares

Designations:

Local Wildlife Site, Local Nature Reserve

Owner:

Three Rivers District Council

1.1 Vision Statement
Located on the edge of Greater London, Oxhey Woods represents one of the greatest extents of
ancient semi-natural woodland in the county. The site offers diverse recreational opportunities (such
as walking, cycling and horse riding) and access to nature in an urban setting. The site is of significant
community, heritage and ecological value. The long term vision for the site is to enhance
biodiversity through sustainable woodland management, protect heritage through conservation of
ancient woodland features, and provide safe and enjoyable access for the local community.
Over the next five years, key objectives for the site are to:
1. Control invasive non-native species;
2. Record and manage ancient woodland features;
3. Enhance the network of open space habitat (woodland rides, ponds, and watercourses);
4. Enhance structural and species diversity through sustainable management practices;
5. Improve access though maintenance and extension of path and drainage infrastructure;
6. Improve the sculpture trail, interpretation, and provide guided walks and events;
7. Support Oxhey Woods Conservation Volunteers in implementing positive management;
8. Identify and access funding opportunities, and explore potential for harvesting commercial
woodland products, to ensure management objectives are sustainable.
The following document sets out the plan for management, maintenance, and enhancement of the
site over the next five years. The plan includes map-based annual management programmes and a
costed management action timetable. The management programme will be reviewed annually to
ensure that timetabled actions for the next year are achievable (some actions will be dependent on
successful grant applications) and outcomes are effective in contributing to the long-term vision.
Three Rivers District Council holds a separate Woodland Management Plan for the site which
facilitates their continued certification by the UK Woodland Assurance Standard (UKWAS); the two
plans are complementary and should be read in conjunction.
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2. Site Description
2.1 Site Location Map
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2.2 Site Description Map
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2.3 Site Constraints Map
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2.4 Introduction
Oxhey Woods is a 96.5 hectare site located on the southern edge of Watford, close to the residential
area of South Oxhey, in Watford Rural Parish. The site is the largest Local Nature Reserve in Three
Rivers District and forms part of an urban green corridor which includes South Oxhey Playing Fields,
sites by the River Colne, Pinner Golf Course, Merry Hill, Harrow Weald Common and Attenborough
Fields. The site is owned and managed by Three Rivers District Council (TRDC), in partnership with
Countryside Management Service (CMS) and Oxhey Woods Conservation Volunteers (OWCV).
The site is divided by two roads into three main compartments, each with a distinctive character.
There are a diversity of woodland types present in Oxhey Woods including plantations of sweet
chestnut and larch, secondary woodland with extensive birch regeneration, significant areas of oak
high forest (of varying age) and historic coppice including hornbeam, hazel, ash and oak. There is
network of open space habitat through the site including rides, glades, ponds, watercourses and
heathland. Oxhey Woods qualifies for designation as a Local Wildlife Site due to the presence of
Ancient Woodland Indicators, and is recognised as one of the most important oak/hornbeam
woodlands in the county.
The site has a history of invasive non-native species (INNS) issues. A rhododendron control
programme has been in place at Oxhey Woods over the last ten years, supported by successive
English Woodland Grant Scheme (EWGS) funding, and is ongoing. Japanese knotweed is localised in
Compartment 1 (south) and subject to annual spraying. Laurel is present on site but does not
achieve dominance and is therefore not a priority for eradication.
The site is a well-used and valued Green Space. Over the life of the previous plan (2012 to 2016)
there has been significant investment in enhancing the visitor experience at Oxhey Woods. An
access and interpretation project from 2010 to 2012 delivered extensive path surface and drainage
improvements in Compartment 1 (south) and 3 (north), provided interpretation and signage, and
installed a Sculpture Trail (Compartment 1) which is popular with visitors.
2.5 Geography and Landscape
Oxhey Woods is located in the Northern Thames Basin (NCA 111) which is characterised by areas of
high development pressure, interspersed with river valleys, heathland, and woodland. The
underlying geology of Oxhey Woods comprises of London Clay, overlain in the southwest section by
Stanmore Gravel. Soils are moderately acidic, slowly permeable and seasonally waterlogged clay and
silt with some brown subsoils (Windsor series) and areas of fine sand to sandy loam soils.
Oxhey Woods largely defines Area 13 in the Hertfordshire Landscape Character Assessment (HLCA).
The HLCA describes Oxhey Woods as “An oasis of woodland in the middle of suburbia”.
2.6 Conservation Designations
Details of the conservation designations that cover Oxhey Woods are listed in the table below and
annotated on the Constraints Map where appropriate.
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Table 1: Oxhey Woods Designations

Level
Statutory

Designation
Metropolitan Green Belt

Statutory

Local Nature Reserve, ref
1009320

Non-Statutory

Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland
(ASNW)

Non-Statutory

Plantations on Ancient Woodland
Sites (PAWS)

Non-Statutory

Local Wildlife Site – Oxhey
Woods, ref 90/006

Detail
The woodland falls within the London
Metropolitan Green Belt, which restricts the
growth of development in strategic rural
areas on the edge of conurbations.
Oxhey Woods is designated as a Local
Nature Reserve. The designation was
awarded to the 100.21 hectare site in 1997.
The designation includes a small area of
Hertfordshire County Council owned land in
the north east corner of Compartment 3.
Woodland that has had continuous native
tree and shrub cover since at least 1600AD
and may have been managed by coppicing
or felling and allowed to regenerate
naturally.
Woodland where the original tree cover has
been felled and replaced by planting, often
with conifers, and usually over the last
century.
Oak (Quercus robur and Q. petraea) /
hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) habitat is
considered to be one of the most important
woodlands in Hertfordshire. Ancient
Woodland Inventory species present.

2.7 History and Archaeology
Over a third of the site (38 hectares) is recorded as Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW) or
Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS). The character of Oxhey Woods has been shaped by
past management practices and still retains features of historic coppice, wood pasture, and oak high
forest. Remnants of conifer plantations can be found in Compartment 1 (south) and 2 (centre).
Ancient field boundaries, hedge banks, and sunken lanes are distributed throughout the site (Morris
2009). Many of these boundaries are marked out by veteran hornbeam stubs. A reference document
for the history of Oxhey Woods is: G.H. Harper “Oxhey Woods: Their History and Vegetation” 1982.
Hertfordshire County Council’s Historical Environment Record Centre holds 2016 holds seven
records within the woodland boundary. Records included a roman coin hoard and a flint implement.
2.8 Habitats
Each of the three Oxhey Woods compartments has a distinct management history and woodland
character, and can be divided into historic woodland management parcels which are mapped and
described in detail in G.H. Harper “Oxhey Woods: Their History and Vegetation” 1982 (CMS archive).
2.8.1 Compartment 1 (south)
Compartment 1 is located south of Prestwick Road /The Woods (B3542) and can be divided into
historic parcels of Abbott’s Wood (ASNW) and Nanscot Wood (ASNW). A significant area of Abbott’s
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Wood is characterised by oak high forest, comprised of an open canopy of mature oak trees standing
over a younger (predominantly birch) understory. Both English and sessile oak are recorded. Coarse
vegetation, bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) and bramble (Rubus fruticosus), is dominant in the field
layer, although honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) is occasional. Towards the east of Abbott’s
Wood, beech (Fagus sylvatica) becomes more dominant creating a closed canopy with an understory
of holly (Ilex aquifolium), wild service tree (Sorbus tominalis), hazel (Corylus avellana), yew (Taxus
baccata), rowan (Sorbus aucuparia), and occasional laurel (Prunus laurocerasus).
Veteran hornbeam stubs line the ancient hedge bank along the boundary with Pinner Golf Course.
Laurel and Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica), both are INNS, plants are scattered on the bank.
A small hornbeam coppice adjacent to the hedge bank supports a good cover of bluebells
(Hyacinthoides non-scripta). Moving east along the hedge bank (into Nanscot Wood) woodland
transitions into hazel coppice with mature oak standards. The understory is characterised by elm
(Ulmus sp.), midland hawthorn (Crataegus laevigata), wild service tree (Sorbus torminalis) and holly.
Bluebell is a significant component of Nanscot Wood.
Located near the carpark are a small number of mature larch (Larix sp.) which stand over secondary
woodland regeneration of sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and Norway maple (Acer platanoides),
ash (Fraxinus excelsior), birch and buddleia (Buddleia davidii). Bramble and wild strawberry (Fragaria
vesca) are recorded in the understory.
Large areas of mature rhododendron in the compartment have been mechanically cleared
previously. Regrowth has been treated with follow-up spray, flail and hand-pulling. Scattered
rhododendron bushes and areas of regrowth remain. The Rhododendron Walk (likely dating to 19th
century plantings) is undergoing phased restoration with removal of R. ponticum (cut and stem
treatment) and replanting with non-invasive rhododendron shrubs.

Photo 1. Rhododendron control area,
with regeneration of oak seedlings

Photo 2. Rhododendron control area with regrowth – follow up control
of regrowth required

(hand-pull of regrowth by OWCV)
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Photo 3. Restoration of Rhododendron Photo 4. Staggered clearance of Rhododendron Walk.
Walk.

2.8.2 Compartment 2 (central)
Compartment 2 is centrally located between Prestwick Road and Oxhey Drive. Much of this
compartment can be characterised as oak high forest, which includes young (<50years) oak
plantations. Oak stands are dense in places, with a scattering of pre-plantation mature oak in the
canopy. Sycamore is also dense in places. Less frequent canopy components include birch,
sycamore, lime (Tilia sp.), sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa), and conifer species. Ash is a major
canopy component in the Ashen Spring (PAWS) woodland parcel (located on the southern
compartment boundary), along with remnant plantation larch. Understory species across much of
the compartment include field maple (Acer campestre), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), hazel,
sycamore and holly. Bluebell and honeysuckle are frequent in the field layer through much of the
compartment, although coarse vegetation dominates (bramble and bracken). Veteran over topped
hornbeam stubs are a feature of this compartment, with the most notable area in the east (Mary Hill
Wood) and along internal wood banks. There is some evidence of deliberate fire damage on
hornbeam in this section. INNS rhododendron and laurel are scattered across Compartment 2.
Rhododendron in this compartment has been treated with stem injection under the previous plan.

Photo 5. Bluebells in dappled shade under hazel coppice
understory.
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2.8.3 Compartment 3 (north)
The most northern compartment in the Oxhey Woods complex contains the historic woodland
parcels Upper Oxhey Woods, Paddock Spring, Furze Fields East and West, Old Hangings and Young
Hangings. This compartment contains a range of semi-natural woodland types, with the western
section of Old Hangings classified as ASNW. Old Hornbeam stubs mark ancient route ways through
the Old Hangings parcel and there is some evidence of deliberate fire damage (as with Compartment
2). There has been recent management of hornbeam along the main walking route (pruning of
stems).
Entering from Oxhey Drive, the wood has a relatively open canopy of oak and sweet chestnut over
an understory of birch, sycamore, sweet chestnut and holly. Conifer trees are scattered within the
canopy, including mature Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), Corsican pine (Pinus nigra) and Norway
spruce (Picea abies). Heading north the woodland character transitions into hazel coppice with oak
standards. There is a distinct area near the woods northern edge of over stood ash coppice with
another area of hornbeam and oak coppice present. Bluebell is frequent on the field layer in areas of
this compartment, although coarse vegetation is dominant (as with Compartment 2). A wide strip of
secondary woodland which cuts through the compartment is dominated by sycamore, regenerated
from prior woodland clearance in the 1930s (for a defunct road scheme). Much of the sycamore is
multi-stem due to previous coppicing management.
INNS rhododendron and laurel are present in this compartment, laurel is scattered whilst a
continuous area of rhododendron is located in the south east, near the road boundary. As with
Compartment 2, mature rhododendron bushes have been stem injected with herbicide.

Photo 7. Multi-stem sycamore in
secondary woodland

Photo 8. Partially treated rhododendron and veteran hornbeam

2.8.4 Ancient Woodland features in Oxhey Woods
An assessment of ancient woodland features was carried out in Oxhey Woods in 2017 by CMS.
Ancient woodland features recorded across all compartments included: historic wood banks and
trackways; specialist woodland flora (bluebells and honeysuckle); and pre-plantation trees (maiden
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oak and hornbeam stubs). Threats to ancient woodland features were recorded as: presence of
invasive and other non-native species; lack of management of pre-plantation trees; and overshading of the woodland floor by a dense understory and coarse field layer vegetation.
Management recommendations from this assessment have been incorporated into the current GAP.
Key management recommendations for the conservation of ancient woodland features are:










Eradicate rhododendron (whole site) and Japanese knotweed (Compartment 1)
Control laurel where appropriate
Thin dense oak regeneration in stands (Compartment 2) and along rides
Selectively thin understory to restore dappled shade favourable for bluebells
(Compartments 2 and 3), reinstating traditional management where appropriate (i.e. hazel
coppicing)
Prioritise extraction of non-native species in ride thinning and stand thinning operations (i.e.
conifers, sycamore, Norway maple, and sweet chestnut)
Periodic cutting of woodland ride margins to reduce dominance of coarse vegetation
Select veteran hornbeam stubs (at risk of over topping) for management
Select pre-plantation trees along woodland rides for haloing

2.8.5 Rides/Glades
Oxhey Woods contains a network of rides and paths which provide formal and informal access
provision. Some paths follow ancient trackways, such as the Rhododendron Walk, or ancient
boundary features such as wood banks and ditches. A two year EWGS grant was secured in 2014 for
ride management in Oxhey Woods, with the main focus on controlling bramble encroachment.
Visitor feedback has reported dissatisfaction with the access of some of the paths in the woodland
as a result of bramble growth, in particular along the easy access trial.
The ride system in Compartment 1 is shaded along long sections and could be enhanced by selective
thinning and / or scalloping along the ride margin to provide a graduated woodland edge. Ride
thinning can complement objectives of sustainable woodland management (by retaining higher
quality oak stems) and ancient woodland feature conservation (halo pre-plantation trees).
A central wide ride runs through Compartment 2, with ride branches leading to the northern site
boundary. The main ride network is relatively open; there are occasional grassy scallops with sedge
and other herbaceous plants.
The ride system in Compartment 3 is relatively open, with occasional grassy scallops; the ride has
been widened in the last five years, to six metres.
There are two glades on site, a naturally open area in the centre of Compartment 2 (Witches Circle)
which is unmanaged, and a mown glade in Compartment 1 which is maintained by OWCV. Along ride
edges there are occasional scallops which provide small areas of semi-natural grassland.
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2.8.6 Ponds and Watercourses
Historic records document 15 ponds in Oxhey Woods, at present there are records of two
permanent ponds (in Compartment 1 and 2) and a small number of recently created ephemeral
ponds in Compartment 1. The permanent pond in Compartment 2 supports emergent and aquatic
vegetation. This pond is adjacent to a walking route which has resulted in some erosion of the lower
pond bank. A row of gabion baskets have been installed to reinforce this bank. There is a record of
an INNS Water Lettuce, Pistia stratoides, in this pond. The pond would benefit from management to
reduce shading and to de-silt.
Compartment 1 contains one in line pond, adjacent to the easy access trail; a wooden frog sculpture
has been placed in the centre. This pond is shaded and heavily silted and there is a lack of emergent
or aquatic vegetation. The lower bank of the pond has gradually been eroded by walker pressure,
reducing potential for water retention. Four shallow scrapes / ephemeral ponds have been created
in the northwest area of the site; these ponds do not hold water permanently throughout the year.
All ponds on site ponds on site would benefit from management to reduce shading and silt build-up.
There are opportunities for new pond creation in the life-time of the current gap, including along
boggy margins of paths (Compartment 1).
The woods also contain numerous streams and drains which are spring and rain fed. Watercourses
drain to the east in Compartment 1 and 2, and to the north in Compartment 3. Watercourses are
generally heavily wooded and shaded with low occurrence of typical aquatic plants. A number of
watercourses drain into culverts which helps reduce water-logging of access routes (Compartment 1
and 3). These watercourses would benefit from scalloping to reduce leaf-litter build-up in the
drainage channels, and reduce shading which will benefit biodiversity.
2.8.7 Heathland
The origin of the small heathland area was through translocation of heather following excavation of
a gas pipeline in Compartment 1. A small number of other heathland characteristic plants, such as
wavy hair grass and common bent, have been recorded. Through targeted management by OWCV,
the heather patch has expanded through self-seeding. Younger heather plants appear more
vigorous. A rotational cutting regime could be implemented to reinvigorate the older plants.
Continuous management is required to maintain this area as open space, by controlling birch
encroachment.
2.9 Flora
The acidic soils in Oxhey Woods generally support a low diversity of woodland flora. However, a
number of AWI (Ancient Woodland Inventory) species can be found across all compartments,
including bluebell, honeysuckle, wood millet (Milium effusum) and remote sedge (Carex remota). A
number of tree and shrub species generally associated with ancient woodland can also be found
including crap apple (Malus sylvestris), whitebeam (Sorbus aria), midland hawthorn, and wild service
tree. Other notable plant species recorded in Oxhey Woods include: pill sedge (Carex pilulifera),
scaly male fern (Dryopteris affinis), southern wood rush (Luzula fosteri) and soft shield fern
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(Polystichum setiferum). A comprehensive study of the moss and liverwort community was carried
out in 1981 by GH Harper, with follow up surveys by Hertfordshire Biological Records Centre in the
early 2000s. The site is thought to be of County importance for this lower plant group.
2.10 Wildlife
2.10.1 Bats
Oxhey Woods provides good potential habitat for bats. The network of rides and open spaces
throughout the woodland provide foraging and commuting habitat, and mature trees provide
suitable roosting habitat. All UK bats are European Protected Species (EPS), it is therefore an offence
to cause destruction of a bat roost, kill or injure bats, or cause a decline in conservation status (i.e.
loss or degradation of foraging or commuting habitat). Bats recorded on site include; common
pipistrelle (Pipistellus pipistrellus), noctule (Nycatalus noctula), and brown long-eared (Plecotus
auritus).
Bats will be considered when implementing all aspects of this management plan, especially when
considering the management of mature and veteran trees, including standing dead trees. Trees will
be inspected by a licensed bat ecologist prior to any management work, e.g. pollarding, safety tree
felling. Where evidence of a bat roost is found works will be planned to avoid disturbance to the
roost wherever possible, where there is no suitable alternative it may be necessary to displace bats
in which case an alternative roost will be provided. In all cases of tree works involving a bat roost,
Natural England will be consulted and full licensing procedures followed. Pre-work surveys are not
always able to identify bat roosts in trees, works must cease immediately if bats are uncovered
during tree works and Natural England contacted.
2.10.2 Reptiles and Amphibians
The site supports many habitat features which offer potential for amphibians and reptiles including
ponds, woodland ride margins, glades and heathland. There are historic (> 10 years old) records of
grass snake (Natrix natrix) on site. Other species for which there is good potential habitat on site
include slow-worm (Anguis fragilis), common frog (Rana temporaria), common toad (Bufo bufo),
smooth newt (Triturus vulgaris), and great crested newt (Triturus cristatus). All UK species of reptile
and amphibian are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), making it an offence to
kill, injure or take listed species, or destroy a resting place. In addition, great crested newt is also EPS
listed.
2.10.3 Birds
Oxhey Woods support a diverse mix of habitats and a varied woodland structure which provides
good potential habitat for a variety of migratory and resident breeding bird species. The Wildlife and
Countryside Act (1981) prohibits destruction or disturbance of an active bird nest, therefore
vegetation management (such as dense bramble/scrub, coppicing etc.) must be timed to avoid the
main bird nesting season and should be preceded by a check for active bird nests.
2.10.4 Invertebrates
Whilst data is lacking, it is probable that the invertebrate population of Oxhey Woods is rich and
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diverse given the varied age structure of the woods, the availability of standing and fallen dead
wood, and the mix of open habitats, ride networks and wetland habitats.
2.10.5 Browsing species
Bark stripping is evident on veteran hornbeam trees across Oxhey Woods. Grey squirrel (Sicurus
carolinensis) and muntjac deer (Muntiacus reevesi) have been recorded on site. Both species can
damage mature trees and inhibit regeneration from seed or coppice if browsing pressure is high.
Whilst bark stripping is observed on hornbeam, seedling recruitment in the field layer is good
indicating that browsing pressure is not a limiting factor of semi-natural woodland regeneration.
2.11 Access, Facilities and Infrastructure
2.11.1 Access
Oxhey Woods can be accessed on foot, by public transport and by car. There are numerous entrance
points around each compartment, many of which lead from residential areas. The site can be
accessed from buses running from Prestwick Road, Sandy Lane and Oxhey Drive including the No. 8
bus from Leavesden to Northwood. Carpenters Park railway station is a 15 minute walk from Oxhey
Woods. By car, the site can be accessed from Compartment 1 via the A4125. Car parking is available
in Compartment 1 (free for two hours), at the small TRDC owned and maintained car park at the
main entrance to the woods (junction of Prestwick Road and Oxhey Drive South). The car park is
surfaced and recent work has improved drainage.
Oxhey Woods contains a range of informal recreational opportunities, including: waymarked trails of
varying distances, an easy access sculpture trail, three levels of orienteering trail, a permissive horse
riding route and two promoted walking routes. It is a venue for a range of events including
Hertfordshire Health Walks, wildlife and history walks.
In Compartments 1 and 3, the main ride system is intermittently surfaced (with aggregate), and
drainage infrastructure (French drains, cross drains and culverts) has been installed at strategic
points along the long and short walking routes to reduce water-logging and provide year round
access. Compartment 1 contains the easy access trail which is the only completely surfaced route on
site.
There are also a number of wooden footbridges located around the site which improve access in
water-logged areas. Some of the existing path and drainage infrastructure requires maintenance.
There are also opportunities to install new areas of path surfacing and drainage, and to provision
new footbridges where appropriate.
Across all compartments, informal paths lead from main rides to criss-cross the interior of the
woodland parcels; these paths are generally narrow and shaded, in particular in the southern
(PAWS) area in the east of the wood. Many of the regularly used walking routes and encroached by
bramble at the path edge, which can result in access issues.
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2.11.2 Interpretation and Signage
Three interpretation panels are located on site, at main pedestrian entrances to compartments. The
panels show an illustrated map of the woodland and main access routes. Limited information is
provided on the wildlife and history of the site. Panels have been subject to vandalism resulting in
graffiti, burn marks etc.
Main access routes throughout the site are way marked, including the new informal bridleway in
Compartment 1. There is signage to request that horse riders avoid the easy access trail which is
popular with visitors on foot.
Novice, intermediate and challenging level orienteering trails are marked across the woodland. Two
promoted routes pass through Oxhey Woods, The London Outer Orbital Path (LOOP) long distance
trail and the South Oxhey Circular Walk. Details of all of these are provided on free leaflets available
from various outlets in the district.
Visitor feedback and the GAP consultation process has identified an interest in improved
interpretation throughout the site, in particular in relation to wildlife and habitats, including along
the most well used walking routes.
2.11.3 Site Furniture
There are benches, litter and dog bins provided around the site.
2.11.4 Services
A subterranean gas pipeline runs east to west across the southern section of Compartment.
2.12 Community, Management and Events
2.12.1 Management Structure
Three Rivers District Council as landowners are responsible for the implementation of the plan. Their
role includes: woodland management works carried out by their in-house team of Arborists and
Landscape Officers; grounds maintenance, administration and budget management; signatory for
grant applications and claims; Member involvement and reporting; appropriate support for OWCV.
The Oxhey Woods Conservation Volunteers are a constituted Friends Group that delivers voluntary
practical action in the woodland. They provide critical input into the decision making processes and
management planning, they are a regular presence within the woodland and provide eyes and ears
reporting to TRDC, and contribute to the ongoing monitoring of the plan.
CMS advises on management, particularly where it relates to nature conservation and community
involvement. It is responsible for:


The production of Greenspace Action Plans for the woodland including engagement with
partners and subsequent monitoring;
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Production of specifications for management works and procurement of contracts;
Providing support to the OWCV through work programmes, training, tools, risk assessment
and governance; and
Support with events and PR.

2.12.2 Community Engagement
OWCV and CMS run a series of voluntary management tasks which meet the objectives of the GAP
and provide an opportunity for the local community to engage with the management of the site.
Oxhey Woods has also been included in the Hertfordshire Health Walks programme. The sculpture
trail (installed under the previous plan) is popular with visitors and has been successful in achieving
greater community engagement with the woodland. The site is popular with dog walkers, cyclists
and horse-riders as well as walkers and joggers.
2.12.3 Agreements and Grant Funding
Oxhey Woods has received three grants under the English Woodland Grant Scheme (EWGS),
administered by the Forestry Commission:




2006/2007 to 2010/2011, EWGS grant for control of rhododendron (100% of grant claimed)
2013/2014 – 2016/17, EWGS grant 30168 for control of rhododendron (20% of grant
claimed)
2014/2015 – 2015/16, EWGS grant 24898 for ride mowing (100% of grant claimed)

A matched funding project worth £196,715, with contributions from the Forestry Commission, TRDC,
and Heritage Lottery Fund, was carried out over two years from 2010 to 2012 to implement
extensive improvements to access and interpretation.
2.12.4 UKWAS
TRDC owns over 240ha of woodland across the district which it manages for wildlife, public access
and recreation. In 2007 TRDC obtained the UK Woodland Assurance Standard (UKWAS) accreditation
for all its woodland sites. UKWAS is an independent certification standard for verifying sustainable
woodland management in the UK. This plan incorporates the key elements of the Woodland
Management Plan that was produced (revised in 2012) to meet UKWAS accreditation.

3. Assessment and Analysis of Opportunities
3.1 A Welcoming Place
Oxhey Woods should be an attractive place to visit for the local community, providing a diversity of
recreational options and varied access routes. Interpretation materials should aid visitors in planning
their visit, and engage them in the history and wildlife of Oxhey Woods.
The previous GAP delivered significant access and interpretation improvements which greatly
enhanced the welcoming feel of the woodland. There are opportunities under the current GAP to
further enhance the visitor experience (supported by visitor and GAP consultation feedback):
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Commission new sculptures, utilising reclaimed timber from the woodland where possible,
to maintain and expand the existing Sculpture Trail;
Maintenance of drainage and path surfacing infrastructure on the longer loop in
Compartment 1 and main loop in Compartment 3, installing new drainage and path
surfacing where required;
Maintain and install footbridges where appropriate;
Enhance interpretation through the provision of information panels on key routes that
expand on information about the history, wildlife, and management of the site;
Control bramble encroachment at path edges, in particular along the most popular walking
routes (easy access route/sculpture trail).

3.2 Healthy, Safe and Secure
The Friends Group are a regular presence on site throughout the year. This type of visible presence
and activity helps to deter anti-social behaviour and improves the perception of safety. The main
contact number and web address for TRDC are listed on the site interpretation boards; the phone
line includes an out-of-hours service, allowing members of the public to contact the council as
required.
Tree safety surveys are carried out in all TRDC parks, woodlands and open spaces, with the resulting
data entered into tree management software and essential remedial works undertaken to secure
visitor safety.
All infrastructure is regularly checked and maintained as required
3.3 Clean and well maintained
Oxhey Woods should be maintained to a good standard appropriate to the nature of the site, for
both aesthetic and health and safety reasons.
The TRDC grounds maintenance contract includes provisions for responding to vandalism and
graffiti. Litter and dog waste bins are provided at the main entrances to the site, and are emptied by
TRDC’s in-house grounds maintenance team. Public consultation has identified a clear concern from
visitors that the dog bin provision is currently insufficient for the site. Therefore, the addition of dog
waste bins at key entrances/routes should be assessed, with additional provision put in as required
and as budgets allow. In addition, a Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO) in relation to dog control
is in effect across the entirety of the Three Rivers District. For details, see
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/service/public-space-protection-order-pspo.
There is some garden waste dumping that occurs from properties backing onto the woodland which
may have contributed to the introduction of Japanese knotweed on site. There are also signs of
occasional small deliberate fires.
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3.4 Sustainability
All management operations within Oxhey Woods should be as sustainable as possible, both
financially and environmentally. The management of the woodland itself should be in accordance
with the principles of the UK Woodland Assurance Scheme (UKWAS), http://ukwas.org.uk
Three Rivers District Council (TRDC) has a strong commitment to sustainability and recognises their
responsibility to mitigate the impact of its operations on the environment.
TRDC’s dedication to protect the environment is reflected in Council policies, strategies,
commitments and partnerships.
Some of these initiatives include:





A presumption against the use of peat
A presumption against the use of pesticides (especially on designated sites)
Only FSC timber is used across the district
All cleaning materials are phosphate free

TRDC has been awarded UK Woodland Assurance Standard certification for all their woodlands. This
independent certification is designed to reflect the requirements of the two leading global forest
certification schemes – the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC). Timber products certified through these schemes are in
much demand in the UK and globally; the schemes are a widely recognised way to inform customers
that timber products come from responsibly managed sources.
3.5 Biodiversity and Heritage
Oxhey Woods is a site of significant biodiversity, heritage, and recreational value within the Three
Rivers District. The site supports one of the most important oak/hornbeam woodlands in the county,
and contains Hertfordshire’s largest population of wild service tree. In general, there is a good
diversity of species and woodland structure across the site. Some younger stand would benefit from
thinning, INNS control is ongoing, woodland rides and watercourses are generally heavily shaded.
Opportunities for maintenance and enhancement of woodland under the current plan include:







3.5.1 Invasive Non-Native Species Control
Prepare new five year rhododendron control plan to run concurrent with the current GAP
Hand pull and/or herbicide treatment of rhododendron regrowth in prior control areas;
Herbicide treatment and/or cut and stem treat scattered mature rhododendron;
Continue phased restoration of the Rhododendron Walk;
Continue control programme for Japanese knotweed.



3.5.2 Enhancement of Ride and Open Space Habitat
Selective thinning along ride margins in Compartment 1;
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Scalloping scrub/coppicing hazel periodically along stream margins / rides;
Clear encroaching birch and scrub from heathland in Compartment 1;
Thin dense oak and sycamore areas, with a focus on ride margins, in Compartment 2;
Reduce shading of ponds and watercourses and create new ponds where appropriate;
Reinstate bramble control along ride and path margins and consider incorporating mowing
of glade in Compartment 1 (currently maintained by OWCV) into ride maintenance contract.

3.6 Community Involvement
The 2017 - 2022 Oxhey Woods Greenspace Action Plan (GAP) follows a structured two stage
consultation process to enable stakeholders (including the general public) and interest groups the
opportunity to feed into the production of the GAP:




A briefing document is produced which sets out core aspirations for the site, consultation
response for this document informs management objectives for the GAP;
The second stage consultees are invited to comment on the draft GAP which details
management prescriptions, actions and specifications.
Following second stage consultation comments the GAP is amended as necessary and
published, at this stage the GAP is adopted by the council and actions can be implemented.

To ensure that the GAP serves the local community of Oxhey Woods, stakeholders engaged in the
consultation process include OWCV, the Parish Council, local Councillors, local residents, Resident
Associations and others.
There are opportunities to expand the availability of community events, such as:




Expanding the availability of Hertfordshire Health Walks, such as including more accessible
and more challenging walks;
Provide a programme of guided walk events with a focus on history and wildlife of the site
(coordinated by CMS);
Celebrate the contribution of volunteers in managing the site, e.g. annual picnic etc.

3.6.1 Community Profile
The demographics for the Watford Rural Parish are described as follows:
Watford Rural Parish

All Usual Residents
White; English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
White; Irish
White; Gypsy or Irish Traveller
White; Other White
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups; White and Black Caribbean
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups; White and Black African
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups; White and Asian
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Count
20867
16092
522
39
1261
157
64
137

%
100.00%
77.12
2.50
0.19
6.04
0.75
0.31
0.66

Three Rivers nonmetropolitan district
Count
%
87317 100.00%
69550 79.65
1747 2.00
79 0.09
3918 4.49
516 0.59
181 0.21
775 0.89
18

Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups; Other Mixed
Asian/Asian British; Indian
Asian/Asian British; Pakistani
Asian/Asian British; Bangladeshi
Asian/Asian British; Chinese
Asian/Asian British; Other Asian
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British; African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British; Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British; Other Black
Other Ethnic Group; Arab
Other Ethnic Group; Any Other Ethnic Group

134
1024
96
35
114
377
348
283
63
49
72

0.64
4.91
0.46
0.17
0.55
1.81
1.67
1.36
0.30
0.23
0.35

530
5231
605
158
590
1409
864
598
148
128
290

0.61
5.99
0.69
0.18
0.68
1.61
0.99
0.68
0.17
0.15
0.33

Table 2: Community Profile. Source: Office for National Statistics, 2011 Census.
3.7 Management and Achievements
Over the last 10 years Oxhey Woods has been the recipient of a number of grants and match funding
to deliver access and interpretation improvements, ride maintenance, and rhododendron control.
Under the current GAP there are opportunities to apply for further match funded grants, e.g. HLF
and Tesco’s Bags for Life, to support the work of volunteers and to implement further enhancement
of site access and interpretation. The EWGS has been superseded by Countryside Stewardship,
administered by Natural England (NE) which has options for rhododendron control (as a capital item)
and woodland management (excluding areas receiving rhododendron control funding). There is also
a small annual grant available from the Woodland Trust for managing risks to historic features in
ancient semi-natural woodland sites.

4. Aims and Objectives
A.
A WELCOMING PLACE
Ensure Oxhey Woods is accessible, welcoming, and attractive to the local community throughout the
year.
A1:
A2:
A3:
A4:
A5:

Commission new sculptures, utilising reclaimed timber from the woodland where possible,
to maintain and expand the Sculpture Trail (Compartment 1).
Maintain existing path surfaces, and complete surfacing of the longer loop in Compartment
1 and main loop in Compartment 3, installing new drainage where required.
Enhance interpretation, through provision of information panels on key routes that expand
on information about the history, wildlife, and management of the site.
Continue phased restoration of the Rhododendron Walk in Compartment 1.
Maintain and install footbridges where appropriate to improve access.

B.
HEALTHY, SAFE AND SECURE
Ensure that visitors to Oxhey Woods feel safe and able to enjoy the site at all times.
B1:
B2:

Ensure that visitors feel safe and secure in all areas of the site.
Complete all formal tree inspections, update records and carry out any reactive tree works to
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B3:

address safety issues.
Pursue opportunities to include the site in activities such as Health Walks, guided walks and
volunteer activities.

C.
CLEAN AND WELL MAINTAINED
Ensure that the site is kept clean and that all aspects of the site are well maintained.
C1:
C2:
C3:
C4:
C5:
C6:

Maintain all site furniture – benches, sculptures, signs, gates, etc. in a good condition.
Promptly remove any fly tipping, and carry out regular litter picking.
Promptly respond to reports of vandalism.
Install new dog and litter bins to meet demand.
Regular emptying and inspection of litter bins and dog bins.
Actively discourage dumping of garden waste from neighbouring properties.

D.
SUSTAINABILITY
Ensure all management operations are as sustainable as possible.
D1:
D2:
D3:
D4:
D5:

Encourage natural regeneration of tree species through good woodland management.
Manage the woodland in accordance with the principles of sustainable forest management.
Only use chemical herbicides to control weeds where no alternative exists and in line with
council policy.
Ensure all wooden site furniture is of FSC standard.
Ensure all contractors used on site adhere to sustainability and environmental policies, such as
an assumption against the use of peat.

E.
BIODIVERSITY AND HERITAGE
Conserve and enhance the woodland’s habitats, wildlife and archaeological features.
E1:
E2:
E3:
E4:
E5:
E6:
E7:
E8:
E9:
E10:
E11:
E12:

Selective thinning along ride margins.
Scalloping scrub / coppice hazel periodically along stream margins and wood banks.
Thin dense oak and sycamore areas with a focus on ride margins.
Veteran Tree Management – select six trees, e.g. re-pollard over-topped hornbeam stubs.
Clear encroaching birch and scrub from heathland and introduce rotational heather cut.
Enhance pond habitat (i.e. reduce shading and reduce silt/leaf debris build up).
Continue to control bramble encroachment on ride and path margins, consider
incorporating mowing of glade in Compartment 1 (maintained by OWCV).
Encourage natural tree and shrub regeneration by opening up gaps in canopy, understory
and field layer through good woodland management practices (e.g. E3, E10).
Continue the programme of rhododendron eradication on site, with a priority focus on
controlling regrowth in Compartment 1.
Review success of five year rhododendron control plan, and identify actions for new plan.
Herbicide treatment and / or mechanical removal of scattered laurel throughout the site
with regrowth monitored and controlled.
Continue control programme for Japanese knotweed in Compartment 1.
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F.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Provide opportunities for the local community to engage with and participate in woodland
management activities.
F1:
F2:
F3:

Support the Oxhey Woods Conservation Volunteers in running regular practical volunteer
tasks and promote the group within the local community to ensure future group sustainability.
Organise events to spread awareness and increase community involvement.
Involve the stakeholders, local community and user groups in future management plan
revisions and decisions on key issues throughout the plan period.

G.
MANAGEMENT and ACHIEVEMENTS
Continue to build upon previous successes.
G1:
G2:
G3:
G4:
G5:
G6:

Ensure ongoing maintenance costs are financially sustainable; offset against timber sales.
Secure external funding to ensure the viability of capital works.
Continue to uphold the standards of UKWAS certification.
Maintain and develop the management partnership between TRDC, CMS and the OWCV.
Continue promotion through leaflets, digital media, magazines and other opportunities.
Review success of GAP and identify objectives and actions for 2022 to 2027.
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5. Action Plan and Maps
Year 1 Action Plan 2017-2018
Proposed Task

Timing

Location

Responsibility

Cost

Obj.
Ref

Spec. Ref

Hand pull young rhododendron regrowth
in prior control areas
Foliar spray rhododendron regrowth in
prior control areas (stems < 1.3m tall)
Stem injection of scattered mature
rhododendron (and
Follow up chemical treatment of
Japanese knotweed
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
Clear remaining sections of mature
bushes (10metres back from path),
replant with non-invasive rhododendron.
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
Aftercare of rhododendron plantings.
Tree and Woodland Management

No restriction

OWCV/CMS
volunteers
External Contractor

Vol. time

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments – largest
area in Compartment 1
Compartment 1 and 3

£1100

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments

External Contractor

£1000

E9

6.10

Summer

External Contractor

£750

E12

6.11

Winter/Spring

Compartment 1 – on
southern boundary
Compartment 1

External Contractor

£5200

A4

6.10

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV/TRDC

Vol. time

A4

6.10

Winter (October to
February)

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£6000

E1

6.02

Winter (October to
February)

Compartments 1, 2 and 3 –
Focus on culvert drainage
channels

External Contractor

£4000

E2

6.06

INNS Control

Selective tree thinning along main ride
loop (900m) – focus on thinning oak
regeneration along improved paths and
installed drainage (e.g. French drains).
Scallop vegetation along edge of water
course –coppice/prune overhanging
vegetation at points along channel.
Heathland Management
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Clear encroaching vegetation on
Winter (November to
heathland e.g. birch
February)
Ride Margin and Open Space Management

Compartment 1

OWCV/CMS
volunteers

Vol. time

E5

6.08

Mow rides – Maintain safe access by
controlling bramble on ride and path
margins
Mow glade – Maintain open glade by
mowing to control tree regeneration and
encroachment of coarse vegetation
Access and Interpretation

Summer

All Compartments –
Prioritise Compartment 1

TRDC/External
Contractor

TRDC
Revenue

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Install aggregate path – 270m (four
sections) – and associated drainage –
along long walking route.
Install aggregate path – 295m (two
sections) – and associated drainage –
connect prior surfaced sections.
Repair of existing path infrastructure
(surfacing and drainage) – 340m - Raise
level of sunken sections of path
(margins/channels), repair erosion.
Repair of existing path infrastructure
(surfacing and drainage) – 40m Raise
level of sunken sections of path
(margins/channels), repair erosion.
Culvert maintenance – dredge drainage
channel of culverts (x 4), build up level of
culverts (x 1).
Car park drainage works

Spring

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£14000

A2

Spring

Compartment 3

External Contractor

£15000

A2

Spring

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£17000

A2

6.12
Appendix
2
6.12
Appendix
2
6.12
Appendix
2

Spring

Compartment 3

External Contractor

£2000

A2

6.12
Appendix
2

Spring

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£1500

A2

Spring

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£320

A2

6.12
Appendix
2
6.12
Appendix
2

Project Management
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Explore feasibility of commercial felling
operations to support good woodland
management (e.g. felling of dense
regenerated stands)
Identify funding options to achieve
capital items in years 2 to 5 of plan e.g.
capital and woodland management
options under Higher Tier Countryside
Stewardship
Prepare new five year rhododendron
control plan to run concurrent with the
2017/2022 GAP. The plan should be
informed by review of the success of the
‘12/’13 to ‘16/17’ five year control plan
Review Annual Volunteer Work
Programme

No restriction

n/a

n/a

CMS

G1

n/a

No restriction

n/a

n/a

CMS

G2

n/a

No restriction

n/a

n/a

CMS /
TRDC

E10

n/a

Winter

n/a

n/a

CMS /
OWCV

F1

n/a

Proposed Task

Timing

Location

Responsibility

Cost

Obj.
Ref

Spec. Ref

Hand pull young rhododendron regrowth
in prior control areas
Foliar spray rhododendron regrowth in
prior control areas (stems < 1.3m tall)
Stem injection of scattered mature
rhododendron
Mechanical clearance of larger areas of
mature rhododendron

No restriction

OWCV/CMS
volunteers
External Contractor

Vol. time

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments – largest
area in Compartment 1
All Compartments

£1100

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments

External Contractor

£500

E9

6.10

Winter: October to
February (avoid bird
nesting season)

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£3000

E9,
E8,
D1

6.10

Year 2 Action Plan 2018-2019

INNS Control
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Follow up chemical treatment of
Japanese knotweed
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
replanting (replacement) and aftercare of
non-invasive rhododendron sp.
Tree and Woodland Management

Summer
September

Compartment 1 – on
southern boundary
Compartment 1

External Contractor

£400

E12

6.11

OWCV/TRDC

£1000

A4

6.10

6.05

Thin areas of dense sycamore and oak –
focus on ride margin (30% thin)

Winter (October to
February)

Compartment 2

External Contractor

£3000

Re-coppice hazel in ride side scallops

Winter (October to
February)

Compartment 3

External Contractor

£3000

Veteran Tree Management - re-pollard
hornbeam boundary stubs along path
Selective tree thinning along heavily
shaded section of main ride
Heathland Management

Winter (October to
February)
Winter (October to
February)

Compartment 3

External Contractor

£3000

E3,
E8,
D1
E2,
E8,
D1
E4

Compartment 3

External Contractor

£6000

E1

6.02

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV/CMS
volunteers

Vol. time

E5

6.08

All year

Compartments 1 and 2

CMS volunteers

Vol. Time

E6

6.09

Summer

All Compartments –
Prioritise Compartment 1

TRDC/External
Contractor

TRDC
Revenue

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Cut one third of heather for trial
rotational management
Ride and Open Space Management
Survey ponds to assess restoration
potential (silt, vegetation, water level
throughout the year, shading etc.)
Mow rides – Maintain safe access by
controlling bramble on ride and path
margins
Mow glade – Maintain open glade by
mowing to control tree regeneration

6.06

6.04

Access and Interpretation
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Maintain and install footbridges as
appropriate to improve access

Summer

Whole Site

OWCV

A5

n/a

External Contractor

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time
£3000

Enhance sculpture trial – commission
and install three new sculptures
Maintain sculpture trial – Carryout
maintenance on key sculptures (e.g. stag
beetle, picture frame, living room,
entrance, and xylophone)
Produce and install interpretation for
wildlife, habitat and archaeology
Install dog and litter bins at new
positions around the site
Project Management

No restriction

Whole Site

A1

6.14

No restriction

Whole Site

External Contractor

£400

A1

6.14

No restriction

Whole Site

External Contractor

£7500

A3

6.13

No restriction

Whole Site

External Contractor

£700

A4

n/a

Higher Tier
Countryside
Stewardship; PAWS
Restoration Grant
(Woodland Trust);
Heritage Lottery
Fund

CMS

G2

n/a

CMS /
OWCV

F1

n/a

Cost

Obj.
Ref

Spec. Ref

Apply for funding to achieve capital
items in years 2 to 5 of plan e.g. capital
works and woodland management
options

Review Annual Volunteer Work
Programme

Year 3 Action Plan 2019-2020
Proposed Task

Timing

Location

Responsibility

INNS Control
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Hand pull young rhododendron regrowth
in prior control areas
Foliar spray rhododendron regrowth in
prior control areas (stems < 1.3m tall)
Stem injection of scattered mature
rhododendron
Mechanical clearance of larger areas of
mature rhododendron
Follow up chemical treatment of
Japanese knotweed
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
replanting and aftercare of non-invasive
rhododendron sp.
Heathland Management
Review trial heather cut (i.e. monitor
rejuvenation of heather)
Ride and Open Space Management
Restore ponds (up to four) – i.e. reduce
shading, dig out silt/leaf litter, build up
pond edge
Mow rides – Maintain safe access by
controlling bramble on ride and path
margins
Mow glade – Maintain open glade by
mowing to control tree regeneration

No restriction

OWCV/CMS
volunteers
External Contractor

Vol. time

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments – largest
area in Compartment 1
All Compartments

£500

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments

External Contractor

£500

E9

6.10

Winter: October to
February (avoid bird
nesting season)
Summer

Compartment 1

External Contractor

£3000

External Contractor

£400

6.10

September

Compartment 1 – on
southern boundary
Compartment 1

E9,
E8,
D1
E12

OWCV/TRDC

£1000

A4

6.10

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV/CMS
volunteers

Vol. time

E5

6.08

All year

Compartments 1 and 2

External Contractor

£4000

E6

6.09

Summer

All Compartments –
Prioritise Compartment 1

TRDC/External
Contractor

TRDC
Revenue

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

CMS /
OWCV

F1

n/a

Project Management
Review Annual Volunteer Work
Programme
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Year 4 Action Plan 2020-2021
Proposed Task

Timing

Location

Responsibility

Cost

Obj.
Ref

Spec. Ref

Hand pull young rhododendron regrowth
in prior control areas
Foliar spray rhododendron regrowth in
prior control areas (stems < 1.3m tall)
Stem injection of scattered mature
rhododendron
Mechanical clearance of larger areas of
mature rhododendron - if required

No restriction

OWCV/CMS
volunteers
External Contractor

Vol. time

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments – largest
area in Compartment 1
All Compartments

£500

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments

External Contractor

£500

E9

6.10

Winter: October to
February (avoid bird
nesting season)
Summer

All Compartments

External Contractor

TBC

6.10

Compartment 1 – on
southern boundary
Compartment 1

External Contractor

£400

E9,
E8,
D1
E12

OWCV/TRDC

£1000

A4

6.10

Summer

All Compartments –
Prioritise Compartment 1

TRDC/External
Contractor

TRDC
Revenue

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

CMS /
OWCV

F1

n/a

INNS Control

Follow up chemical treatment of
Japanese knotweed - if required
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
replanting and aftercare of non-invasive
rhododendron sp.
Ride and Open Space Management
Mow rides – Maintain safe access by
controlling bramble on ride and path
margins
Mow glade – Maintain open glade by
mowing to control tree regeneration

September

6.11

Project Management
Review Annual Volunteer Work
Programme
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Review 2017 – 2022 GAP – identify
actions and objections for new GAP

CMS/TRDC/
OWCV

G6

n/a

Year 5 Action Plan 2021-2022
Proposed Task

Timing

Location

Responsibility

Cost

Obj.
Ref

Spec. Ref

Hand pull young rhododendron regrowth
in prior control areas
Foliar spray rhododendron regrowth in
prior control areas (stems < 1.3m tall)
Stem injection of scattered mature
rhododendron
Mechanical clearance of larger areas of
mature rhododendron - if required

No restriction

OWCV/CMS
volunteers
External Contractor

Vol. time

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments – largest
area in Compartment 1
All Compartments

£500

E9

6.10

May to October

All Compartments

External Contractor

£500

E9

6.10

Winter: October to
February (avoid bird
nesting season)
Summer

All Compartments

External Contractor

TBC

6.10

Compartment 1 – on
southern boundary
Compartment 1

External Contractor

£400

E9,
E8,
D1
E12

OWCV/TRDC

TBC

A4

6.10

Summer

All Compartments –
Prioritise Compartment 1

TRDC/External
Contractor

TRDC
Revenue

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

Summer

Compartment 1

OWCV

TRDC
Revenue/
Vol. Time

E7

6.03
Appendix 1

INNS Control

Follow up chemical treatment of
Japanese knotweed - if required
Restoration of Rhododendron Walk –
replanting and aftercare of non-invasive
rhododendron sp.
Ride and Open Space Management
Mow rides – Maintain safe access by
controlling bramble on ride and path
margins
Mow glade – Maintain open glade by
mowing to control tree regeneration

September

6.10

Project Management
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Review Annual Volunteer Work
Programme
Produce draft GAP (2022 – 2027) for
consultation and review

Oxhey Woods Greenspace Action Plan 2017-22

CMS /
OWCV
CMS/TRDC/
OWCV

F1

n/a

G6

n/a
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Ongoing Management to secure safety and good levels of maintenance
Proposed Task

Time

Responsibility

Obj. Ref

Tree safety surveys

Ongoing

TRDC

B2

Tree safety mitigation works

As required

TRDC

B2

Monitor and maintain signs and other site
furniture

Ongoing

TRDC

C1

Litter and fly tip clearance

Ongoing

TRDC

C2

Repair vandalism, remove graffiti

Ongoing

TRDC

C3

Dog bin emptying

Ongoing

TRDC

C5

Proposed Task

Time

Responsibility

Support OWCV to maintain and build group
numbers and task participation

Ongoing

CMS / OWCV

F1

Volunteer Training

Ongoing

CMS / OWCV

F1

Plan and lead guided walks and community
events around Oxhey Woods

Ongoing

CMS / OWCV

B3

Publicise site events using notice board

Ongoing

CMS / OWCV

G5

Consult stakeholders, users and local
community to review GAP

2017

CMS / OWCV

F3

Community Involvement
Obj.
Ref

6. Specifications
Contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

General prescriptions relevant to all operations
Ride widening
Ride management
Coppicing hornbeam stubs – veteran tree management
Thinning dense oak and sycamore
Scalloping stream edge
Dead wood
Heathland
Pond works
Rhododendron management
Japanese knotweed management
Path surfacing
Interpretation
Enhancement of sculpture trail
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6.1 General prescriptions relevant to all operations – Whole site
Habitat
Retention










Visitor Safety

Timing



Honeysuckle to be retained wherever practical, in particular shaded
groups. This may require a tree or patch of trees to be retained if a
particularly good area of honeysuckle is found.
Significant oak or hornbeam trees to be retained.
Retain all standing and fallen dead wood where this does not compromise
ground flora and it is safe so to do.
Care should be taken to protect ancient wood banks from mechanical
damage.
Any commercial timber felling operations must meet conservation
woodland management objectives.
Extraction routes for timber must be sensitive to woodland habitats and
archaeological features – using surfaced routes where possible.
All tree felling and scrub clearance must take place outside of the bird
nesting season (1st March to 31st October) or after the appropriate
ecological survey has taken place.
Members of the public to be kept a safe distance from active tree works
with signs and/or banks men. Access routes may require temporary
closure.

Unless otherwise stated, all habitat management work will be undertaken
between 1st November and 28th February.

6.2 Ride Widening – Main rides – Compartments 1 and 3
Purpose

Method

The purpose of ride widening is to create sunny areas, varied in structure and
species, ideal for birds and invertebrates (especially butterflies). These will
form successional habitat on the woodland edge. They will have a diverse
structure ranging from short flowers, herbs and grasses in the first few years
after cutting to taller shrubby bramble, honeysuckle and sallow. Rides will
contribute to the 10% to 20% open space recommended for woodland. The
first 10 metres of woodland edge is the most biodiverse area of woodland.







Main rides, ideally east-west orientated sections, are to be opened up
by thinning ride edge trees and coppicing ride edge shrubs.
Thinning should aim to achieve an average 10-15 metre clearance
between the central walking route and the woodland edge.
The occasional native species standard tree will be retained, ideally at
narrower sections, to provide canopy connectivity across the ride.
Occasional scallops created along the ride will provide a sinuous edge
and create wider ride sections (e.g. > 20meters width from centre of
ride – main walking route).
All material within 2m of the path edge is to be cut as low to the
ground as possible and all stumps to be ground out in order to permit
future mowing.
All conifer and non-native broadleaves within this 10-15m zone to be
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permanently removed (including sycamore and sweet chestnut).
Who
Arisings

Suitable for contractor.





Future
management

Commercially viable timber will be cut to 3m lengths and stacked at
appropriate locations behind the ride edge, pending removal for sale.
Commercially unviable brash will be chopped into 1-2m lengths staked
as habitat piles behind ride edge or over coppiced stumps.
Avoid stacking timber, or brash, in areas of diverse flora, or recently
opened areas where regeneration of tree species is desirable.
Avoid damage to wood banks through timber extraction operations.

The ride edge will be managed by mowing 1m either side of the path for visitor
benefit and safety. A 2-4m ride edge will then be cut on rotation every 4 years.
Scallops going back 10-15m from ride edge (to create > 20m wide ride sections)
will be cut on rotation on a longer cycle. See accompanying ride management
specification.
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6.3 Ride management – Whole site
Zone 1

The edges of the new ride (1m width of vegetation) will be mown twice a year
(May and September) to maintain a clear path for visitors – see appendix 1 for
map.

Zone 2

The next zone, 2-5m from ride edge will be cut in alternate years to maintain
vegetation in a manageable state whilst providing valuable scrub habitat. Avoid
bird nesting season (1st March to 31st October inclusive). Shrubs in this zone will
be coppiced on a 5 – 8 year cycle.

Zone 3

Scallops will be cut rotationally on a long cycle, there should be areas of
recently opened scrub and regenerating scrub at all times. Shrubs in this zone
will be coppiced on a 5 – 8 year cycle.

Scallop
10x15m

Ride
1m approx. cut 2 x year (May and September)

2 - 5m cut in alternate years
Scallop
10x15m

Scallop
10x15m
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6.4 Coppicing hornbeam stubs – Veteran tree management – Whole site
Purpose

The hornbeam stubs are important archaeological features of ancient
woodlands across much of Hertfordshire. They mark ancient woodland
boundaries and represent a connection to a pre-enclosure landscape hundreds
of years ago. Hornbeam stubs represent some of the oldest trees in Oxhey
Woods and are a consistent feature of the site, recorded along ancient paths
and wood banks in each compartment. Notable and veteran trees represent
important habitats, with the potential to support epiphytes, invertebrates,
foraging birds and bats. Veteran trees often retain standing dead wood,
providing further habitats for dead wood invertebrates, fungi, and potentially
roosting and nesting holes for bats and birds.
Traditionally the stubs would have been cut on a regular cycle for fire wood,
animal fodder and building materials. As they get older, if unmanaged, they
develop large heavy limbs and become more prone to limb failure and wind
throw. An attempt should be made to restore some of the stubs through the
reintroduction of a cutting regime. Prior to re-cutting the surrounding area
should be opened up to the light (haloed) by selective removal of shading trees
so that subsequent re-growth gets maximum sunlight.

Method






Select up to six trees which would benefit from regenerative
management (coppicing/felling) – i.e. in danger of being over stood
(top heavy limbs with potential to split boughs).
If required, fell surrounding trees to achieve 7m of open canopy
immediately surrounding the stubs to be cut.
Subsequent re-cutting of old hornbeam stubs by cutting on an angle
above stub to allow water to run off.
Stubs should be cut on good cambium above the previous cut.
Protection from browsing (particularly from squirrels).

Who



Contractor.

Arisings



Where there are sufficient quantities, timber should be cut to
marketable length (min. 3 metres) and stacked at points accessible
from the main rides.
Smaller material can be used to dead hedge, create habitat piles, or
protect coppiced stumps.
Avoid stacking timber, or brash, in areas of diverse flora, or recently
opened areas where regeneration of tree species is desirable.






Future
management

Monitor re-growth of stubs and establish a suitable rotation length.
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6.5 Thinning oak and sycamore – Compartment 2
Purpose

Method

Thinning dense young woodland (<50 years) will allow for dappled light to
reach the woodland floor, promoting regeneration of woodland flora and
recruitment of tree and shrub species from seed. Over time, a more varied
woodland structure and diverse species mix will develop. Thinning should focus
initially on extracting non-native broadleaves (e.g. sycamore) and conifer
species.







In Compartment 2 – carry out a maximum 30% thin in identified areas
(see maps) focusing on dense groups of young oak and sycamore
adjacent to rides – thinning should focus on reducing canopy cover of
sycamore (to 15% or less), retaining good quality oaks.
Felling should prioritise locations where natural regeneration of
desirable tree species is already present; the additional light will allow
the young trees to fully establish.
Timber will be removed by contractor with a chainsaw.
Stumps to be left as low to ground as possible – stumps should be
untreated and allowed to regrow as coppice.

Who



Contractor.

Arisings



Where there are sufficient quantities, timber should be cut to
marketable length (min. 3 metres) and stacked at points accessible
from the main rides.
Smaller material can be used to dead hedge, create habitat piles, or
protect coppiced stumps.
Avoid stacking timber, or brash, in areas of diverse flora, or recently
opened areas where regeneration of tree species is desirable.



Future
management

Monitor re-growth of stumps and establish a suitable rotation coppice length.

6.6 Scalloping along streams/wood banks – Compartment 1, 2 and 3
Purpose

Method

Reducing shading along linear features (such as watercourses and wood banks)
will benefit biodiversity, and reduce build-up of leaf litter in culvert drainage
channels.





Scalloped sections should encompass 25m of the linear habitat,
extending 8m width into the woodland edge.
Scalloping will likely require tree felling, and shrub coppicing.
Timber will be removed by contractor with a chainsaw.
Stumps to be left as low to ground as possible – stumps should be
untreated and allowed to regrow as coppice.

Who



Contractor/Volunteer.

Arisings



Where there are sufficient quantities, timber should be cut to
marketable length (min. 3 metres) and stacked at points accessible
from the main rides.
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Future
management

Smaller material can be used to dead hedge, create habitat piles, or
protect coppiced stumps.
Avoid stacking timber, or brash, in areas of diverse flora, or recently
opened areas where regeneration of tree species is desirable.

Monitor re-growth of stumps and establish a suitable rotation coppice length.

6.7 Dead wood management – Whole site
Purpose

Method

Dead wood provides an important habitat for invertebrates and fungi, and a
roosting/nesting habitat for birds, bats and small mammals.






Standing and fallen dead wood should be retained in the woodland
wherever possible, in particular ‘pre-plantation’ dead wood (i.e. trees
which originate from ancient woodland).
Where fallen dead wood represents a hazard (i.e. over path) then logs
should be relocated to a situation within the woodland (preferably
away from paths to discourage fire making).
Standing dead trees should be left unless they represent a hazard (i.e.
falling distance of a path). Standing dead trees which represent a
hazard should be pollarded or monolithed where possible.

Who



Contractor.

Future
management



Dead wood should preferably be retained where fallen. Where this is
not practical, dead wood should be staked in a sheltered site.

6.8 Heathland management - Compartment 1
Purpose

Method

Encroachment of birch and scrub must be managed to maintain an open,
unshaded, heath. Heather requires periodic regeneration through cutting (or
burning which is not suitable for this site); in Oxhey Woods more recently
established areas of heather appear more vigorous than older plants.
Expansion of the heath requires clearing areas of grass/bare ground around
existing heather.







Extract birch and scrub encroaching on to heath area.
Where possible, stumps should be pulled.
If it is not possible to pull stumps, they should be chemically treated to
prevent re-growth.
Fail older, less vigorous, heather plants to stimulate rejuvenated
growth, repeat on an 8-12 year cycle – over time a rotational heather
cutting programme should be established.
Clear an unshaded area of bare ground/grass around heath to promote
natural recruitment of heather from seed.

Who



Contractor/Volunteers.

Arisings



Where there are sufficient quantities, timber should be cut to
marketable length (min. 3 metres) and stacked at points accessible
from the main rides.
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Future
management

Smaller material can be used to dead hedge, create habitat piles, or
protect coppiced stumps.
Avoid stacking timber, or brash, in areas of diverse flora, or recently
opened areas where regeneration of tree species is desirable.

Monitor re-growth of stumps and treat as appropriate. Hand pull regenerating
tree and shrub seedlings within and immediately around heath.

6.9 Pond restoration – Compartments 1 and 2
Purpose

Habitat enhancement works will restore the ecological function of the pond
network in Oxhey Woods. The majority of ponds on site are ephemeral, drying
out in summer and support negligible aquatic, emergent, or bankside
vegetation. The most valuable pond on site, in Compartment 2, which does
support some typical plant species is over shaded and at risk from bank erosion
due to a neighbouring path. Most ponds are shallow due to silt and leaf litter
build-up, resulting in risk of reduced oxygen levels limited biodiversity
potential.

Method

During 2018/2019, ponds in Compartments 1 and 2 should be assessed on four
points to see what future restoration actions would be beneficial:






Length of time it holds water over the year with a test hole dug in the
silt through to the clay base to assist with monitoring this with the aim
to hold water until the end of May.
Depth of the silt and geology of the base i.e. does it have a clay base?
Existing wetland vegetation.
Level of shade from the surrounding trees and shrubs.

Management options for the frog sculpture pond in Compartment 1 could
include:





Separation from watercourse to create an outline pond retaining
water.
Desilting.
Reduction of shade by removing overhanging tree boughs (aim for two
thirds unshaded surface).
If geology is unsuitable for water retention – pond and sculpture could
potentially be relocated.

Desilting:



Achieved using a small digger in late summer / early autumn.
Aim should be to clear silt without damaging the natural clay lining,
with a small volume of silt remaining for plant establishment.

Shade reduction:
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Trees rooted in the pond should be cut and root ball removed.
Trees should be felled selectively along the bank / overhanging boughs
removed, to reduce shading and promote establishment of
characteristic wetland plants.

Arisings



Who



Contractor/Volunteers.

Future
management



Monitor re-growth of stumps and establish a suitable rotation coppice
length.

Silt should be spread thinly in an area sufficiently removed from the
pond to avoid running off into the pond.
 Commercially viable logs should be cut to 3m length and staked.
 Brash should be staked in habitat piles.
Stacking
 Silt spreading, and stacking of brash and logs must avoid areas of
diverse woodland flora or regenerating seedlings.
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6.10 Rhododendron management - Whole site
Purpose

Rhododendron is an INNS which can dominate woodland understory, excluding
all other species from shrub and field layers. Rhododendron can regenerate
from small fragments of plant material and therefore requires a staged
approach to eradication. Previous attempts at eradication of rhododendron
from Oxhey Woods have been unsuccessful due to insufficient remedial works
to control regeneration after removal of large bushes. Rhododendron is
recorded in each compartment of Oxhey Woods, although the most extensive
invasion is in Compartment 1 around the Rhododendron Walk.
Over the last 10 years, two EWGS grants have funded the mechanical clearance
and stem injection of large areas of mature rhododendron bushes from the
site, in particular in Compartment 1. The Rhododendron Walk is a valued
aesthetic feature of the site, and is being restored with non-invasive varieties
of rhododendron as the walk feature is removed in sections. In the most visited
areas of Compartment 1, around the sculpture trail, regenerating
rhododendron has been pulled or sprayed. This is an ongoing process.
A standalone Rhododendron Management Plan document was produced in
2012 following a comprehensive survey of the site to establish the extent of
rhododendron cover. This plan expires in 2017. An action of the current GAP is
to produce an updated Rhododendron Management Plan.

Method








Who
Future
management



Scattered rhododendron stem injected – left to degrade in situ – to be
assessed in 2017/2018 to establish if re-treatment required.
Large dense tracts of rhododendron (Compartment 1) mechanically
removed by pulling up the roots with an excavator – arisings burnt or
piled into large windrows to degrade.
Staggered clearance of the Rhododendron Walk, with replanting of
non-invasive varieties – after care of plantings required to ensure
establishment (mulching and weeding).
Regeneration from seed/root stock cleared by hand and / or spot
treated with herbicide as required – this remedial work is essential to
avoid re-establishment of rhododendron and could potentially require
a number of years of effort on behalf of contractors and volunteers – it
is notable that where hand clearance has taken place – there is a good
regeneration of oak seedlings.
Contractor/Volunteers.

Monitor re-growth of stumps and treat as appropriate. Hand pull regenerating
tree and shrub seedlings within and immediately around heath.
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6.11 Japanese knotweed management – Compartment 1
Purpose

Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) is an INNS which can dominate
woodland understory and can damage built structures. It is an offense to cause
Japanese knotweed to spread on to someone else’s land. Japanese knotweed
can regenerate from small fragments of plant material and therefore requires a
staged approach to eradication. Chemical treatment is required over a number
of years to weaken the plants, pulling or mechanical removal is generally
discouraged as this can cause plants to spread (through root fragments). Soil
contaminated with Japanese knotweed requires controlled disposal, it is likely
that this INNS established on the site through contaminated spoil originating
from neighbouring properties and / or golf course.
Japanese knotweed has been recorded on the wood bank on the southern
boundary of Compartment 1. Since 2014, a treatment programme for Japanese
knotweed has gradually reduced the area affected. With continuation of the
spraying programme during the life of this plan, it is likely that Japanese
knotweed can be eradicated form the site. However, monitoring will need to
continue as is possible that Japanese knotweed could be reintroduced from
surrounding land use.

Method




Annual chemical treatment of Japanese knotweed along the southern
boundary of Compartment 1.
Avoid pulling or mechanical removal as this can cause Japanese
knotweed to spread.

Arisings



Any Japanese knotweed or soil from a contaminated area must be
treated as controlled waste – see
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/prevent-japanese-knotweed-fromspreading for disposal guidance.

Who



Contractor/Volunteers.

Future
management



Continue monitoring along the southern boundary to identify newly
introduced / regenerating areas of Japanese knotweed.

6.12 Path surfacing – Compartment 1 and 3
Purpose

Link areas of existing surfacing on the main loop through Compartment 1 and
Compartment 3. Any repairs, improvements, to existing path surface should be
made at the same time.

Method



See existing spec. for path surfacing in Oxhey Woods, appendix 2.

Who



Contractor.

Future
management



Maintain as necessary.
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6.13 Interpretation – Whole site
Purpose

Method

Enhance visitor experience by providing more information on the wildlife and
habitats of Oxhey Woods.





Interpretation panels will be installed at site entrances for each
compartment, to complement existing panels which provide
information on access routes.
Smaller information posts will be installed at particular points of
interest, e.g. notable wildlife/habitat/historical features.
Feature points could include: wild service tree; Rhododendron Walk;
veteran/feature tree; heathland; ride management; ponds; wood
banks and Holloway roads.

Who



Contractor.

Future
management



Maintain as necessary.

6.14 Enhancement of the sculpture trail – Compartment 1
Purpose

Method

The sculpture trail has proved very popular with visitors and has been
successful in enhancing the welcoming feel of the site. However some of the
original sculptures are missing or damaged. Commissioning new pieces will
help to maintain and refresh the sculpture trial.



Consider installation of benches/picnic table in open grassy area along
trail.
Where possible repurpose wood from conservation/safety felling
operations in the woodland.

Who



Contractor.

Future
management



Maintain/replace as necessary.
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Appendix 1 - Contract specification for ride maintenance in Oxhey Woods
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Appendix 2 – Contract specification for path surfacing in Oxhey Woods
BRIEF/SPECIFICATION
OXHEY WOODS LOCAL NATURE RESERVE
SURFACING 2017/2018
SCHEDULE OF WORKS
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.

The site is Oxhey Woods LNR, South Oxhey.

Description of
Work

The path improvement works involve:
Task 1) Installation of new surfaced sections with associated
drainage;
Task 2) Remedial repairs to the existing path surface;
Task 3) Maintenance of existing drainage infrastructure.
The works will provide a continuous path surface suitable for
pedestrian, disabled and pushchair use along long walking routes
in compartments 1 (south) and 3 (north).

2.

The work will be completed in sections. The total length for
installation of new path surfacing and associated drainage is 565
metres (across six sections); the total length of remedial path
surface repairs is 380 metres (across five sections). This work will
comprise excavation, movement and removal of spoil off site,
supplying & laying of crushed granite to form a footpath surface
and installing associated drainage. Maintenance of existing
drainage infrastructure will involve: dredging drainage channels
for four culverts; and raising level of one sunken culvert.
The supervising officer is Gemma Worswick, Countryside
Management Service, CMS Office (Car Park H), County Hall, Pegs
Lane, Hertford, SG13 8DN. Tel: 01992 556063.

3.

The contract will be based on this specification. Any subsequent
changes agreed between the contractor and supervising officer
will be made in writing.

4.

The contractor shall give a firm price tender. The cost of any

Supervising Officer

Contract

Firm Price Tender
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amendments to the works shall be agreed on the basis of the
priced specification wherever possible.
5.

The contractor shall state in his tender the time he will require to
complete the works Latest date of completion will be March
2018.

Time for
Completion

6.

The contractor shall take every reasonable precaution to prevent
damage to the access routes (e.g. not using them after
exceptionally heavy rains or driving after a thaw, until they are
suitable for use without causing avoidable damage), and shall, on
instruction from the supervising officer, stop the use of any
machine or method of working which in the opinion of the
supervising officer is causing, or is likely to cause, ground
damage, damage to standing trees or to any property.

Weather

7.

The contractor shall take his own site dimensions for materials,
fittings and equipment for use in the works.
Before quoting, the contractor shall visit the site and satisfy
himself as to the full scope and nature of the works and all other
factors affecting the execution of the works.

Site Dimensions

8.

9.

The works will be inspected during the twelve (12) months
following completion and the contractor will be required to make
good at his own expense any defects which may have arisen due
to poor materials or workmanship and make up any settlement.
A retention of 5% of the total value of the contract will be held
until the end of the Defects Liability Period – 12 months.

10.

The contractor will close footpaths and bridleways during the
works where necessary and in consultation with the Supervising
Officer.

Contractor to Visit
the Site

Defects Liability
Period

Occupation

The contractor will supply and erect warning signs and suitable
barriers, such as hi-visibility tape to close off sections of
footpaths and bridleways and, where necessary provide staff to
restrict and/or redirect members of the public.
The contactor shall check that the signs and barriers are in place
and clearly visible at the beginning of each working day whilst on
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11.

12.

13.

site.
Allow for the protection as necessary and for making good any
damage caused to the natural environment, in particular but not
exclusively the vegetated edges of the rides and other woodland
flora, as well as public or private roads and paths and general
paved surfaces in the area.
Provide for all costs in connection with labour, materials, plant,
transport and all other things necessary for the proper execution
of the works.
The contractor shall keep on site at all reasonable times a
working foreman or other responsible person to whom the
supervising officer can give instructions and who can co-ordinate
the work of other operatives and sub-contractors.

External Protection

Provide Everything
Necessary
Foreman

14.

Access for site vehicles is available via public roads. On-site, paths
are a mixture of surfaced and unsurfaced, some of which can get
very wet. In addition, the woodland is ecologically sensitive and
has areas of archaeological interest. The contractor will liaise
with the Supervising Officer over access and locations for the
delivery and storage of materials. Vehicles are strictly not to be
driven off the surfaced paths unless authorised in advance with
the supervising officer.

Access

15.

The contractor will only take instructions from the supervising
officer unless advised otherwise by that named officer.

16.

Before starting work the contractor will show that they can
comply with the Health and Safety requirements of Three Rivers
District Council. This will include provision of appropriate risk
assessments and proof of Public Liability insurance cover of £5
million, Employers Liability cover of £10 million and Professional
Indemnity cover of £5 million.

Health and Safety
and Insurance

17.

The contractor will accept the responsibility for complying with
the provisions of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and all
other relevant Acts and regulations in respect of the work taking
place within or upon the land, access routes and other premises
of the Council. This will include complying with the CDM
Regulations (2015).

Health and Safety
at Work

Instructions
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18.

The contractor will provide copies of Construction Industry
Scheme certificates as appropriate.

19.

The supervising officer may, without invalidating the contract,
order an addition or omission to the works. The supervising
officer will issue written instructions regarding these variations.

20.

The contractor is to include in his price any additional works that
he believes necessary to ensure the specification achieves the
intended outcomes of the contract.

Additional Works

21.

All vehicles using authorised access routes shall be driven or used
with all proper care and at such speed as shall be reasonable
having regard to nature of the route and vehicular load, and to
the prevailing weather conditions. Secure overnight parking for
contractor’s vehicles is not available on site. The contractor will
have to make their own arrangements to secure their vehicles
and/or remove from site overnight.

Site Vehicles

22.

Work not backfilled at the end of the day will be protected. A
method statement will be provided by the contractor, in advance
of the pre-contract meeting, to detail the phasing and direction
of works.

Public Safety and
Phasing of Work

23.

Any and all damage caused by the contractor to buildings, walls,
gates, fences, hedges, grassland, watercourses, roads, rides,
tracks or any other permanent features of Oxhey Wood or land in
private ownership whilst carrying out the works, by whatever
means or by default, shall be required to be made good by the
contractor at his own cost to the satisfaction of the supervising
officer. All repairs to be carried out within the period of the
contract.
The contractor will ensure that excess aggregate/materials are
thoroughly cleared from site after completion of works. To this
end all natural surfaces where aggregate is tipped/stored will be
protected with appropriate and adequate sheeting to enable
thorough removal. All areas to be swept/raked clean and any
damage caused by works repaired.

Damage

24.

25.

Oxhey Woods is a site of high ecological value, including the
woodland rides and woodland floor. It is important that

Construction
Industry Scheme
Variations

Tipping/Storage of
Materials

Restrictions on
Spreading of Spoil
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excavated material is not spread on these areas. Suitable areas
for spreading will be agreed with the supervising officer and all
excess material is to be removed from site as per waste disposal
clause.
26.

The Contractor shall satisfy himself as to the location of any
services over or below ground prior to commencing works on
site. The contractor shall also meet any requirements for liaising
with the relevant electricity, gas or water companies.

Electrical, Gas,
Telephone and
Water Services

The Contractor shall be entirely responsible for taking every
precaution to avoid risk to persons or damage to property when
working within the vicinity of any electrical, gas or water service.
27.

All waste and excess spoil generated during the works should be
transported and disposed of in a safe, appropriate and legal
manner and in accordance with current waste legislation.
Invoices for the work will not be paid until copies of all
appropriate documentation, such as waste transfer licences are
received by the supervising officer.

28.

The contractor shall allow for a sum of at least 5% for
contingency.

Waste Disposal

Contingency
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2. Maps
Location
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Works Map - Compartment 1 (south)
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Works Map - Compartment 3 (north)
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3. PREAMBLES TO SPECIFICATION
a) Specification to be used in conjunction with accompanying maps.
b) All measurements provided in the specification are approximate.
c)

Route and location of drains to be marked out on site prior to commencement of
works with the named supervising officer. The method statement should detail
where drains will be installed along the new sections of surfacing.

d) It is the contractor’s responsibility to ensure that at all times the working practices
and site conditions are safe, and that the site is left in a safe condition at the end of
each day.
e) All care must be taken to avoid damage to underground roots greater than 25mm in
diameter throughout the duration of works. Hand dig if necessary.
f)

Fill material for the wearing course and base layer shall be crushed granite to the
grades specified and free from deleterious materials. Fill material for the sub-base to
be coarse (not smooth rounded) reject virgin granite to the grades specified. A
sample of each material will be provided to the supervising officer for inspection
prior to its use to ensure it meets the quality specified. Substandard material will be
rejected. The contractor should hand pick as necessary to remove any materials such
as glass, metal, or other deleterious materials.

g)

All junctions (other paths, road, etc.) to be level with no trip hazards. All changes in
direction to be gradual and/or with curved flare to enable ease of use and minimise
damage to surface caused by turning.

h) Where geotextiles are used, overlap joins by a minimum of 300mm.
i)

All refuelling, including chainsaw, is to be carried out away from watercourses and
fuel spillage kits must be kept on site at all times.

j)

To ensure the road is kept clear of mud, the contractor should allow for regular
clearance of mud and debris from the highway.

k)

Leaf litter and other plant debris should not be brought onto or removed from site,
e.g. on boots, vehicles, tools, materials, timber, etc., in line with guidance on tree
diseases and invasive species.

l)

All spoil which cannot be spread on site and waste materials to be removed from the
site and disposed of in accordance with clause 27 of the preliminaries and current
legislation.
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m) Please note gas pipeline crosses the work areas, as indicated on the map.
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4. SPECIFICATION

Please refer to accompanying ‘Works’ maps for compartments 1 and 3.
a) Site preparation
i.

Clear trees and vegetation to enable access to all work areas. Arisings will be stacked
in deadwood habitat piles in shaded area in woodland (avoiding areas of specialist
woodland flora such as bluebells). All clearance work to be agreed in advance with
the supervising officer to ensure appropriate checks are made for the presence of
nesting birds and protected species (bats).

b) Surfacing works
Create new surfaced path sections to link existing surfacing, as indicated on the ‘Works’
maps for compartments 1 and 3.
Sections D, E, F, G (compartment 1) H and I (compartment 3):
i.

Surfacing and associated drainage will have a total length of approximately 270
metres in compartment 1 (south), and 295 metres in compartment 3 (north). The
work is divided into six sections of varying length (see maps).

ii.

The safe, usable width of the finished surfaced routes should be 2 metres. The exact
route to be surfaced should be agreed with the supervising officer.

iii.

Excavate to 250 mm, with all soft spots excavated back to firm ground with the
purpose of achieving best surface drainage of the finished route, with hollows filled
and compacted with sub-base material to ensure an even, firm base layer.

iv.

Lay a non-woven geotextile such as Terram 1500 or similar.

v.

Supply, spread, grade and thoroughly compact to a dense, tight, even sub-base
course virgin granite 50 mm to 32 mm. Finished compacted depth to be not less than
150mm.

vi.

Supply, spread, grade and thoroughly compact to a dense, tight, even base course
virgin granite 50 mm to dust to a finished depth of 100mm to provide surface with
constant fall. Terram to be completely covered at this stage.

vii.

Supply, spread, grade and thoroughly compact to a dense, tight, even surface, a layer
of well graded virgin granite 6 mm to dust as wearing course. Finished, compacted
depth to be not less than 45 mm. Edges to be lost in adjoining ground and base
course to be completely covered. Material must be completely free from deleterious
materials.

viii.

Path to have a final camber or cross-fall (as appropriate to slope) of 2%.
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ix.

Any protruding objects to be removed by the contractor.

x.

Path to be edged flush up to existing path surfaces at the start and end of each new
section.

xi.

Use spoil to build up the shoulders of the path, backfill any hollows adjacent to the
path and level the ground layer. All surplus spoil to be removed from the site and
disposed of in accordance with clause 27 of the preliminaries and current legislation.

xii.

Install cut-off drains where necessary to prevent wash of material down-slope.
1. Excavate a trench approximately 2.5m long and 500mm wide, across the line of
the path, below the level of the path base.
2. Install a permeable plastic land drain, approximately 200mm diameter.
3. Cover with granite rail track ballast, 50mm to 32mm.
4. Each end of the pipe to drain into a soakaway either side of the path
approximately 750x750x750mm, filled with pH neutral, reject stone.

xiii.

Install French drains where appropriate.
1. Excavate a trench to the side of the footpaths, approx. 500mm wide x 500mm
deep, insert a plastic land drain approx. 200mm diameter, covered with granite
rail track ballast, 50mm to 32mm. Each end of the path to drain into a soakaway
either side of path approx. 750x750x750m, filled with pH neutral, reject stone.

c) Remedial path surface repairs
Raise level of sunken path margins and / or eroded central channels on previously
surfaced sections to provide an even, well drained, path surface.
Path Sections A, B, C (compartment 1), J and K (compartment 3):
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.
vii.

Path scrape/repair will have a total length of approximately 340 metres in
compartment 1 (south), and 40 metres in compartment 3 (north). The work is
divided into five sections of varying length (see maps).
Scrape off mud and degraded leaf litter from path surface.
Excavate soft ground from hollows, depressions, channels along path until hard
ground is reached – prepare for surfacing (scarify hard material).
If excavated depth is more than 300mm, an additional 150mm of sub-base material
will be required (this could be clean hardcore).
Build up sunken areas of the path to provide an even, well drained surface – using
the above specifications (b).
Use spoil to build up the shoulders of the path, backfill any hollows adjacent to the
path and level the ground layer. Surplus spoil will be spread over an agreed area.
Path to have a final camber or cross-fall (as appropriate to slope) of 2%.
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viii.
ix.

Any protruding objects to be removed by the contractor.
Where required, excavate perpendicular drainage channels on lower side of path.

d) Culvert maintenance
Where required culverts will be dredged to improve drainage, where culvert level has sunk
the surface will be built up to level of the path.
Culverts 1, 2, 3, 4 (compartment 1):
i.

Dredge silt from culvert drainage channels – spread silt evenly on the lower side of
the path away from the watercourse.

Culvert 1 (compartment 1):
ii.

Install an additional layer of concrete filled sandbags on either side of culvert.
Build up path surface above culvert as per. Specification b.

SUPERVISING OFFICER
Gemma Worswick, Countryside Management Service
Countryside Management Service Office (Car Park H)
Environment Department
County Hall
Pegs Lane
Hertford
SG13 8DN
Tel:
01992 555710
Email: gemma.worswick@hertfordshire.gov.uk
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Appendix 3 - Wider context: Policies and Strategies that relate to Oxhey Woods
TRDC is continually working towards achieving the aims and objectives of a number of strategies
and policies. The overall vision of Three Rivers District Council is:
Three Rivers should remain a prosperous, safe and healthy place where people want and are able
to live and work.
Strategic Plan
The Council’s Strategic Plan brings together the high level, medium-term and long-term
objectives which the Council considers its priorities for the district and focuses on those areas
where the Council has a lead role, or can play a key part in delivering or influencing the
outcomes. The management of Oxhey Woods aims to meet the overarching themes within the
Council’s Strategic Plan:
The full Strategic Plan can be viewed at:
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/service/strategic-plan
A number of further strategies sit beneath the Council’s Strategic Plan, the most important and
significant, in relation to Oxhey Woods being:
Community Strategy
The Community Strategy has been developed by members of the Local Strategic Partnership in
Three Rivers which works to improve the quality of life for people of the district by working in
partnership to ensure Three Rivers is safe, healthy and prosperous and somewhere people want
and are able to live, work and visit.
The purpose of the strategy is to focus the attention of representatives from key service
providers (public, voluntary and private) on areas of local service provision that need most
improvement and that can be delivered through local partnership working.
The priorities identified in the strategy are:
 Children and young people’s wellbeing
 Health and disability
 Adult skills and employment
 Affordable housing
 Crime and antisocial behaviour
The full Community Strategy can be downloaded from:
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/LocalStrategicPartnership
The Three Rivers Local Plan
The Three Rivers Local Plan provides a framework for guiding, managing and facilitating
development within the Three Rivers district. The document includes policies which relate to
aspects of the site.
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The Local Plan can be viewed at:
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/egcl-page/local-development-framework
County Biodiversity Action Plan (revised 2006)
In 1998, as Hertfordshire’s response to the national biodiversity planning process, a 50 year vision
for the wildlife and natural habitats of the county was prepared on behalf of the Hertfordshire
Environmental Forum by the Hertfordshire and Middlesex Wildlife Trust. This represented the
first Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) for the county and identifies those species and habitats which
are a conservation priority and provides valuable information on the county’s natural assets.
The BAP can be viewed at:
http://www.hef.org.uk/nature/biodiversity_vision/
Additional Three Rivers District Council Policies
Woodland Management Plan has been consulted and relevant information and actions
incorporated into this GAP.
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/WoodlandsManagementPlan
Community Safety Strategy
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CommunitySafety
Procurement Strategy
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CouncilPoliciesPlans
Safeguarding Children, Young People and Vulnerable Adults Policy
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CouncilPoliciesPlans
Value for Money Strategy
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CouncilPoliciesPlans
Green Travel Plan
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CouncilPoliciesPlans
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Appendix 4 - Contact Details:
Three Rivers District Council
Three Rivers House
Northway
Rickmansworth
WD3 1RL
Phone:
01923 776611
Email:
enquiries@threerivers.gov.uk
Web:
www.threerivers.gov.uk
Countryside Management Service
CMS Office (Car Park H)
Environment Department
County Hall
Hertford
SG13 8DN
Phone:
01992 588433
Email:
northeast.cms@hertfordshire.gov.uk
Web:
www.hertslink.org/cms
Oxhey Woods Conservation Volunteers
Web:

www.owcv.btck.co.uk
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